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The evolution of  science in the 20th century 

 



             Overview 

      

Fundamental principles  

       Motivations and philosophy of Boyle et al. 

 

The corpuscular theory and the atomic hypothesis 

      Chemistry, physics, biology and statistics 

 

Atoms, nuclei and particles 

      From the nucleus to quarks 

       

What is science for? 

      Nuclear power and nuclear weapons 

      Quantum theory and the digital revolution 

            

Case study: global warming 



                                                

        

• Motivation 

     “For the glory of God, the satisfaction of curiosity, 

       and the relief of man’s estate” 

 

• The role of the experiment 

      “Nullius in verba” 

 

• Accuracy and reproducibility in experiments 

 

• The role of theory 

       Theoretical underpinnings of experiments  

       

 

 

Fundamental principles 

Robert Boyle (1627–91) 

Francis Bacon (1561-1626)  



                                                

        

• Experiment = foundation of knowledge (Boyle)  

      Many experiments (Royal Society) 

 

• The air pump experiments 

       The nature of air 

 

• Results questioned by Hobbes 

       Limited by uncertainty, reproducibility 

       Artificial knowledge (Hobbes) 

 

• The problem of interpretation 

      Theoretical underpinnings of experiments? 

      Models and theory-laden data  

 

 

       

 

 

Boyle, Hobbes and the air pump  

Thomas Hobbes 1588-1679 



   The corpuscular theory 

    

Boyle’s law 

       An inverse relation between pressure and volume  

       

Chemical reactions 

      Decomposition of elements 

             

Nature of matter 

      Gases and liquids made of corpuscules?  

      Properties due to chemical properties of corpuscules? 

      

Deep theory 

       Not possible to test with microscope 

       Not unimportant 

 

pV = nRT  



       The atomic hypothesis 

    

Lavoisier (1734-1794): combustion experiments  matter 

comprised discrete elements, conserved in chemical reactions  

  

J.L.Proust (1799):  variety of substances can be formed by 

combining different quantities of the chemical elements” 

 

Law of definite proportions: “in every sample of a 

compound substance, the proportions by weight of the 

constituent elements are always the same” 

 

John Dalton (1804):  atomic hypothesis 

    When elementary substances combine, they do so as  

      discrete entities or atoms 

 

 



   Dalton’s atomic theory of matter  

    

Dalton (1804):  “every element composed of atoms that 

are physically and chemically identical -  atoms of different 

elements differ”  

  

Gay Lussac (1808):  “if gas A combines with gas B to 

form C, the ratios of the volumes of A,B and C will be in 

integers” 

 

 Avogadro (1811): “at equal temp and press, equal 

volumes of  gases contain equal numbers of atoms” 

 

Problem: inconsistent results due to confusion of atomic 

and molecular masses 

 

Karlsruhe, 1860:  fundamentals of modern chemistry 

 

 

 



   The periodic table  

    

Dimitri Mendeleev (1869)  

      Listing the chemical elements by weight, can form  

     columns of elements with similar chemical properties  

  

Gaps in table 

      Missing elements discovered over time 

 

 Implications   

      Chemical elements not truly independent  

      Relation between atoms of different elements? 

  

Atoms not fundamental?  

       Deeper structure? 

 

 

 

 



   Atoms and physics  

    

Kinetic theory: can gas laws be derived by assuming a gas 

comprise large numbers of molecules in constant random motion? 

 

Boltzmann:  root mean square speed of molecules 

 

Maxwell:  distribution of molecular speeds 

 

Gibbs:  mean free path of molecule 

  

Answer:             Yes  

 

                            Just a model – are atoms real? 

                            If so, gas laws are statistical laws 



   Einstein and the reality of atoms  
     

Apply kinetic theory to particles in liquids (1905) 

Equation describing displacement of  

suspended particles over time 

 

Well-known phenomenon! 

       Brownian motion 

 

Jean Perrin (1908): experiment 

       Microscope, gamboge particles in water 

 

Confirmation 

      Mean free path proportional to 𝑡 

      Measure λ , calculate N  

                  

𝜆 =  𝑡 
𝑅𝑇

𝑁

1

3𝜋𝑘𝑃
 

In good agreement with other estimates of N 



𝜆 =  𝑡 
𝑅𝑇

𝑁

1

3𝜋𝑘𝑃
 



       The  nucleus 

     

Rutherford (1911) 

Bombard gold foil with alpha radiation  

 

A great surprise 

       Most alpha particles passed unhindered 

       A few particles bounced back! 

 

The nucleus 

      Atom’s mass concentrated in tiny +ve core 

     Most of atom empty 

 

The proton and the neutron 

      Rutherford (1919), Chadwick (1932) 

      

 

 

  

 

                  

What holds nucleus together? 



Strong nuclear force (1934) 

New force  >>  electromagnetic 

Independent of electric charge (p, n) 

Extremely short range 

 

Quantum theory  

New particle associated with force 

Acts on protons and neutrons 

Yukawa pion   π-, π0,
 π+ 

Hideki Yukawa 

Discovered 1947 (cosmic rays) 



Weak nuclear force (1934) 

Radioactivity =  decay of nucleus 

Changes number of protons  

Beta decay of the neutron 

 

                n  →  p+  +  e-  +  ν 

 

New particle: neutrino 

Discovered 1956 

Fermi’s theory of the weak force 

Four interacting particles 

 

Enrico Fermi 



Four forces of nature (1930s)  

 

Force of gravity 

 Long range 

 Holds cosmos together 

 

Electromagnetic force  

  Electricity + magnetism 

       Holds atoms together 

 

Strong nuclear force 

 Holds nucleus together 

 

Weak nuclear force   

 Responsible for radioactivity   

  

 

 

The atom 

http://images.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cfo.doe.gov/me70/manhattan/images/AtomLabeledLarge.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.cfo.doe.gov/me70/manhattan/1890s-1939.htm&h=392&w=389&sz=43&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=Yt8HltwsldAvtM:&tbnh=123&tbnw=122&prev=/images?q%3Datom%26gbv%3D2%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26safe%3Doff


Splitting the atom 

Cockcroft and Walton: linear accelerator 

   

Protons used to split the nucleus (1932) 

 

Nobel prize (1956) 

1H1 + 3Li6.9  →  2He4 + 2He4 

Verified mass-energy (E= mc2) 

Verified quantum tunnelling 

Cavendish lab, Cambridge 



Nuclear fission (1940s)  

 

Fission of heavy nuclei 

      Hahn, Strassman (Berlin, 1938 ) 

     Lisa Meitner 

  

Large energy released 
     Mass difference converted to energy 

 

Neutrons released 

     Chain reaction?  (Fermi) 

 

The atom bomb 

     The Manhattan project  

     The Uranverein project 

  

 

 

E= mc2 



Nuclear power (1950s)  

 

Fission reactors 

      Efficient energy source 

  
Safety issues  

 Radioactive waste  

     Accidents - Chernobyl, Fukushima 

 
The future   

 Pebble bed reactors 

 

Fusion reactors? 

     No waste issues  

     Challenging technology 

     JET, ITER projects 

  

 

 



New elementary particles (1940-50) 

π+  →  μ+  +   ν 

Cosmic rays 

Particle accelerators 

Pions, muons,  neutrinos, antiparticles 



   Accelerator physics 

Accelerate charged particles to high velocity 

                High voltage 

 

Collisions 

 

High energy density 

 

New particles  observed 

 

Not ‘inside’ original particles 

E = mc2 

m = E/c2 



        Antimatter 

Quantum equation for the electron 

Twin solutions 

Negative energy values? 

 

Predicts particles of opposite charge (1928) 

Anti-electrons (detected 1932) 

Anti-particles for all particles 

 

Energy creates matter and anti-matter 

      Why is the universe made of matter? 

 

Paul A.M. Dirac 1902-84 

E= mc2 



   The particle zoo (1950s, 1960s) 

Over 100 ‘elementary’ particles 

 



The quark model (1964) 

 

Too many particles 

 

Protons not fundamental  

 

Made up of smaller particles? 

 

Quarks (fractional charge) 

 

Hadrons: particles containing quarks 

     Baryons (3 quarks) mesons (2 quarks) 

 

  

Gell-Mann, Zweig 

Prediction of new particle   - 



Detecting  quarks  

       Stanford/MIT 1969 

Scattering experiments (similar to RBS) 

Three centres of mass inside proton 

Strong force = inter-quark force! 

 

Defining property = colour 

Strange behaviour  

Quark confinement 

 

The energy required to produce a separation far exceeds 

the pair production energy of a quark-antiquark pair 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/relativ/releng.html#c4


The Standard Model (1970-90s) 
 

Strong force = quark force (QCD) 

EM + weak force = electroweak  force 

Higgs field causes e-w symmetry breaking 

Gives particle masses 

 

Matter particles: fermions (1/2 integer spin) 

‘Force’ particles: bosons (integer spin) 

       Experimental searches 

 Top, bottom , charm, strange quarks 

 W+-, Z0 bosons 

 Higgs boson (2012) 



The LHC 

• Particle accelerator (8TeV) 

• High-energy collisions (1012/s) 

• Huge energy density 

• Create new particles 

        m= E/c2 

 

•  Detect particle decays 

• Four particle detectors 



 Next layer: string theory?      

Quark substructure 

      Particles = 1D strings? 

 

Offers a theory of everything 

      Unification of all four interactions 

       

Experimental tests? 

      Only evident at extremely large energies 

      (Supersymmetric particles) 

 

Not even wrong? 

       Untestable 

       Mathematics, not physics 

       

 

 

 
   



Climate science 

 

Global warming (1850-2017) 

Surface temperature (land, sea): up 

Ocean temperature : up 

Ice-melt (land): up 

Ice-melt (sea): up 

Sea level: up   

Clear trend in different variables  
Independent lines of evidence 

Different datasets 

Different uncertainties/errors 



Atmosphere is transparent to solar 

radiation but absorbs infra-red  

 

Radiation from earth absorbed  

     Re-emitted towards earth 

 

Atmosphere acts as blanket 

    Earth is warmed by sun + atmos 

The greenhouse effect 

Atmosphere = greenhouse 

John Tyndall  

(1820-1893) 



 The chemistry of the atmosphere  

 

  Nitrogen (N2): 78%  (inert) 

  Oxygen (O2): 21%  (unique) 

  Argon (Ar):  1%    (inert) 
 

• Do not absorb in UV or IR 

• Do not warm surface  

 

• Not greenhouse gases 

• Play little role in climate 

The atmosphere What gases cause the greenhouse effect? 



Earth’s  greenhouse gases 

1. Water vapour (H2O): [0.2 – 4.0 %] at surface 

  

2. Carbon dioxide (CO2): 0.04% in 

 

3. Methane (CH4): 1.8 ppm  

 

4. Nitrous oxide (N2O): 0.3 ppm 

 

5. Ozone (O3): 10 ppb (surface) 

 

6. Halocarbons (CFC, HCFCs): 10 ppb 

 John Tyndall  

(1820-1893) 

CO2  = most abundant non-condensing GHG  



 Monitoring carbon dioxide  

• Keeling Curve (1950 - ) 
      CO2 from industry? 

      Direct measurement  (Mauna Loa) 

 

 Systematic increase (1958 -)  

         

• The carbon cycle 

      Photosynthesis 

        Plants absorb CO2 from atmos 

       CO2 + H2O  + sunlight  ->  CH2O + O2   

  

       Respiration 

       Animals, bacteria consume plants 

       CH2O + O2  ->  CO2 + H2O + energy  

     



The smoking gun 

 
Compare CO2  rise with fossil fuel use 

     Strong correlation 

 

 Identify age of CO2  

      Radioactive dating using C13 and C14  

       Significant portion millions of years old 

 

Conclude CO2 rise due to fossil fuels 

 

   Note:  50% of CO2 added to atmos. stays there 

 

     

 



Other factors  

 

 Other GHGs (warming)  

       CO2  presently dominates 

 

Clouds (dynamic) 

      Warming and cooling  

      Net cooling 

 

Pollution (cooling ) 

     The China syndrome 

 

Land use (deforestation) 

 

 

 

 

     

 

Radiative forcing 



 More evidence 

 

1. Measure  Eout  of  atmosphere 

 Function of wavelength, time  

 Satellite measurements (1970 - ) 

  
 Clear dip in microwave region 

 Clear increase in dip over 4 decades   

 

2. Measure  T  of atmosphere 

 Function of height  

     Stratosphere cooling 

Radiation from earth 

Clear signals of greenhouse effect  



Conclusions 

1. Multiple lines of evidence for warming 

       Surface temps, ocean temps,  

         sea-level rise, ice melt  

 

2.   Multiple lines of evidence for  

       enhanced GHG effect 

      CO2 increase, radioactive dating,  

       wavelength of absorbed radiation,  

       stratospheric cooling 

       

Conclude : (IPCC 2015) 

    Most of the warming since 1850 very likely 

     (95% prob) due to increase in GHG conc 

     Expect  rise of 2-6 °C by 2100 



Climate feedbacks 

Reduced albedo  

    Melting of ice sheets reduces reflectivity 

 

Reduced permafrost 

     Releases methane and CO2 

 

Ocean vents  

     Release of methane from ocean vents 

 

Tipping points 

    Past climates show accelerated warming 

 

 

 



 Consequences 

Prolonged drought, desertification 

      Africa, USA, Australia 

 

Chronic flooding 

     China, India, Bangladesh, Tuvulu 

      Poorest worst affected 

 

Frequent extreme events 

     Warmer air holds more moisture 

 

Large scale immigration 

     Longterm conflicts over resources 

 

 

      

  

 
   



 Climate  skepticism 

‘It’s just a theory’  

      Role of evidence misunderstood 

 

Media discussions poor/biased 

     Expertise vs opinion or vested interest 

 

Opposition from ff industry 

      Lobbyists, propagandists 

  

Resistance from politics 

     Conservative values 

 

 
   

Figures of influence 



  What is science for? 

GW: a clear and present danger 

     Action required 

 

Understood by scientists 

     Challenging solution  

       

Not understood by society 

     Lack of knowledge, trust in science 

      Influence of politics, lobbyists and the media 

 

Prognosis? 

     No solution without acceptance 

      

 

 

 

  

 
   

The Venus syndrome 


